Project Update
Exit 45 Interchange Reconfiguration
April 16, 2021

Contractor: CPM Constructors
Bid Amount: $ 27,673,714.90
Percent Complete last approved pay estimate: 5.2%

Project Schedule: Completion date September 1, 2023

Project Scope: The work consists of highway, bridge and toll system construction at Exit 45 South Portland Interchange. The work includes a new bridge, new southbound and northbound ramps, a new southbound toll plaza on the west side of the Maine Turnpike with a signalized intersection and a new northbound toll plaza on the east of the Maine Turnpike, Route 703 reconstruction, demolition of the existing toll plaza and bridge.

Contractor Schedule: CPM Constructors have been driving H-pile (structural beams for the support of the building) for the new northbound on-ramp toll plaza. This should be done in third week of April. They are then planning to drive H-pile for the southbound off-ramp slab followed by moving to the northbound off-ramp slab locations. CPM Constructors will follow the H-pile work by installing concrete forms, rebar and concrete for the various grade beams and building foundation.